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4.5 atmosphere pressure. After cooling the applicator it is
cut with diamond wheel and polished with buffing wheel.
Afterloading drains are put on the surface of the applicator
parallel with each other in the desired area with 0.5 to
1 centimeter distance and fixed with acryl glue.

Results: Complete and partial response was observed
in 88% and 12% respectively. Progression or no response
was not observed. Acute toxicity was not observed in 35,
grade 1 was observed in 48, grade 2 in 6 and grade 3 in 0
and grade 4 in 4 patients, respectively.

Conclusions: HDR brachytherapy with mold applicators
is a safe and effective treatment modality in patients with
basal cell carcinoma of the skin. This method is easy in
practical application. It enables reconstruction of all surface
curves and use of individual shields if necessary. Patient
were satisfied with cosmetic results.

Impact of prolongation
of treatment time 
on pelvic control 
for Ca of uterine cervix
– radiobiological modelling
TCP versus clinical
outcomes from EBM
Matula Pavol, Koncik Jan, Dubinsky Pavol 
Institute of Oncology, Košice, Slovak Republic

Purpose: Several studies have demonstrated decreasing
pelvic control (PC) & survival rates (SR) in carcinoma
of uterine cervix when overall treatment time (OTT) in
definitive RT is prolonged. This loss of PC presents in mean
value 0.8%/day originated by repopulation of tumour

cells. The aim of contribution is assessment of capability
of Poisson formulation of LQ model for TCP to predict PC
for various fractionation schedules in HDR brachytherapy
and timing definitive treatment.

Material and methods: Clinical pooled outcomes from
EBM offer the values of PC & SR for standard treatment
(EBRT & ICRT) and treatment with prolonged OTT. PC
(stratified according to clinical staging I, II, III) have been
utilized for estimation/derivation of the repopulation
factor RF (extra dose/day necessary to keep the same level
of PC). The radiobiological analysis was provided using
own program “BioGray“ (tool for simultaneous
radiobiological modelling BED, TCP, NTCP including
DVH). Two standard treatment schedules (EBRT 25F/1.8
Gy + [HDR 5F/6 Gy/A or 4F/7 Gy/A]) were evaluated
by OTT (from 50 to 90 days). In addition, simultaneous
calculation of BED & TCP was provided (varying RF from
0 to 1 Gy/day).

Results: From available clinical outcomes of EBM was
derived value RF = 0.4 Gy/day (95% CI; 0.3-0.5). To
achieve the same level of PC (for forced gaps) the extra
dose is recommended (e.g. add HDR fraction in week or
increase dose per fraction).

Conclusions: OTT is one of the major independent
prognostic factors of treatment effectiveness. Prolongation
of OTT can devalue exact planning process and treatment
delivery. The compensation of repopulation from this point
of view is justified. The BioGray seems a useful tool for
radiobiological modelling (TCP/NTCP) in various clinical
situations in the programme QA.

FIRST-Oncentra Prostate
Combo System: 
pros and cons
Fröhlich Georgina, Major Tibor, Ágoston Péter, Polgár Csaba
National Institute of Oncology, Budapest, Hungary

Using combined hardware for permanent and temporary
prostate brachytherapy planning has many advantages and
disadvantages. The UNIX based FIRST system (SPOT PRO
treatment planning system and SeedSelectron treatment
control system, Nucletron) for permanent and the
Windows based Oncentra Prostate planning system
(SWIFT system, Nucletron) for temporary brachytherapy
have been developed by different workgroups. The basic
concept of the FIRST is similar that used in Plato, but a new
menu system is applied in Oncentra Prostate which is
similar to Oncentra Brachy and Oncentra MasterPlan.
The shared hardware – computer, cart, US machine and
floor stand – is comfortable in small operation theatres, and
their mobility is also convenient. However, it can not be
used for simultaneous permanent and temporary prostate
treatments. The two planning systems have two different
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patient databases, which is generally practical, but
uncomfortable when both image servers need to be run.
Both systems work in Windows environment, therefore
both systems – including the offline system – are exposed
to virus infections. The different hardware components
of the two systems imply potential source of errors:
different video cables, different ultrasound image capture
techniques (more preferable for the FIRST system), and
different templates. The contouring modules are easy to
use in both systems, but since the functions of the mouse
and keyboard buttons are not the same, their use is
cumbersome. This module in Oncentra Prostate is superior
due to its better functions, for example the immediate 3D
volume reconstruction. The reconstruction of needle’s
depth is more improved in the FIRST system, to adjust
the tip of the needles directly on live axial image is more
precise than to measure the free lengths physically in
Oncentra Prostate. The storage of the US images, contours
and plans in different files is really useful in Oncentra,
because different contours and treatment plans for
the same patient can be created e.g. for study purposes.
This functionality is very limited in the FIRST system.
Expenses can be saved with purchase of the FIRST-
Oncentra Prostate Combo System due to the shared
hardware elements. Its use could be more efficient if
the image acquisition technique and the software functions
for the two treatment types were identical.

Open MR-guided
high-dose-rate (HDR)
prostate brachytherapy:
feasibility and initial
experiences
Lakosi Ferenc, Antal Gergely, Vandulek Csaba, 
Kovacs Arpad, Pall Janos, Rakasz Istvan, Kiss Istvan,
Hadjiev Janaki, Repa Imre, Bogner Peter
Kaposvár University, Kaposvár, Hungary

Purpose: To demonstrate the feasibility of transperineal
open MR-guided HDR prostate brachytherapy and to
present our initial clinical experiences.

Material and methods: Between 10.2007 and 05.2009,
17 patients with intermediate (n = 11) to high risk prostate
(n = 6) cancer were treated with 46-60 Gy of 3D conformal
external beam radiotherapy preceded and/or followed by
an 8-10 Gy MR-guided HDR boost. For interventions an
MR compatible custom-made device, coaxial needles and
plastic catheters were used. The patients were placed in
the right lateral decubitus position. Template recon-
struction, trajectory planning, image guidance, contouring
and treatment planning were directly based on MR images.

For treatment planning geometric optimisation (n = 5) and
anatomy based inverse planning w/wo graphical
optimisation (n = 12) were used.

Results: The average dosimetric results for the target
volume were the followings: V100: 94% (82-99), V150: 44%
(37-64), V200: 18.8% (12-35), D90: 104.2% (89-122.8). D0.1cc
and D1cc for the intraprostatic urethra and anterior rectal
wall were 117.7% (89-141.2), 98.7% (64-122.9) and 76.9%
(59.1-85.6), 65.1% (44.5-72). The average maximum dose
for the inner rectal surface was 54.6% (39-64). For
bulbo-membranousos urethra the mean D0.1cc parameter
was 71.4% (52.6-98.6). The observed acute gastrointestinal
(GI), genitourinary (GU) and toxicity (RTOG) were
the followings: GI Gr. 0–1: 12 pts, Gr. 2: 5 pts; GU Gr. 0–1:
7 pts, Gr. 2: 10 pts. The mean and standard deviation of
100 plastic catheter displacements at 10-13 cm target depth
was 2.2 mm ±1.3 mm. The average procedure time was 5.5
hours (4.5-7.5). Image quality was excellent for all cases.

Conclusions: Based on the initial experiences our
method seems to be a promising approach for performing
feasible, accurate, reliable and high-quality MR-guided
prostate brachytherapy. Although the rate of acute
toxicities is feasible, higher number of patients, additional
follow-up is required to determine the long side effects and
efficacy.

CT assisted 3D high-dose-
rate brachytherapy
(HDR-BT) in the treatment
of skin carcinomas
Toller Gabor, Lakosi Ferenc, Antal Gergely, Kovacs Arpad,
Battyani Zita, Hadjiev Janaki, Repa Imre, Bogner Peter
Kaposvár University, Kaposvár, Hungary

Purpose: Our goal was to demonstrate the feasibility
of 3D CT assisted high-dose-rate brachytherapy connected
with individual molds in the treatment of non-melanoma
skin cancers.

Material and methods: From December 2003 to
January 2009 40 patients (22 male, 18 female) with
42 basal cell or squamous cell carcinomas on the face were
treated with 3D CT assisted HDR-BT. Mean age was
71 years (46-85). 38 patients received BT as a boost
treatment after external beam radiotherapy (EBRT), while
in 2 patient BT was used alone. A total of 11 patients were
irradiated as first-line therapy, while the remaining
29 patients had local recurrences or incomplete resection.
In all cases custom made molds were constructed and
planning CT was performed. 3D conformal planning was
carried out using dose point optimization or anatomy
based inverse planning with or without graphical
optimisation. The average dose of EBRT was 40 Gy
(30-50.4 Gy). The mean dose of boost HDR-BT


